Tools and Information for: Healthy Country

Healthy Country, Healthy Communities

Healthy Rangelands: Principles for Sustainable
Systems, Focus on Australia’s Burdekin Rangelands

(due 2007)

Various Authors (2005)

This free booklet further
develops the ideas of healthy
country to include the
realtionship between healthy
environments and healthy
communities. Drawing
on recent research on the
links between human wellbeing, economic and social
indicators and environmental
factors, Healthy Country,
Healthy Communities develops
a framework that makes
these insights useful to land
managers and planners.

At more than 240 pages,
this well-illustrated book
brings together an extensive
array of information on
land use, management and
biophysical systems in this
Queensland catchment. An
unparalleled resource for
those interested in healthy
rangelands. Also contact:
Qld DPIF Book Stores
and the Qld DPIF Website:
www2.dpi.qld.gov.au/
shop/

Healthy
Country
Healthy
Communities
in Australia’s Tropical
Savannas

(Due in 2007)

$49.95
Defining and measuring the health of
savanna landscapes (2000)

What is Healthy Country?
Various Authors (2001)
This is a free booklet on
savanna health for land
managers and users. It
describes how the TS-CRC
developed a set of attributes
and indicators to define
landscape health. Landscape
health is described for
different scales ranging
from paddock to whole
of savannas, and from the
perspectives of different
stakeholder sectors including
grazing, indigenous and
conservation. 21 pages,
full colour.

Proceedings of the Northern Grasssy Landscapes
Conference
Various Authors (2001)
Held in Katherine
from August 29-31,
2000. Available on CD
and hardcopy. Theme:
Striking a balance
between production and
conservation in the grassy
landscapes of northern
Australia. Over 50 papers
and poster presentations.
153 pages.

$15
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$12
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Defining and measuring the
health of savanna landscapes
is a free technical discussion
paper that describes key
attributes and measurable
indicators for managing
for landscape health.
Defined for different scales
ranging from paddock
to whole of savannas,
and from the perspective
of different stakeholder
sectors including
grazing, indigenous and
conservation. 24 pages.

Managing for Healthy Country in the VRD
Edited by Maria Kraatz
(2000)
This report looks at the
status and ecology of
the Northern Territory’s
Victoria River District,
its natural resource
management (NRM) issues
and priorities. Features
contributions from various
NRM researchers working
in the region. 56 pages.

$9.90

